Physical attributes of sound interact perceptually, which makes it challenging to present a large amount of information simultaneously via sonification, without confusing the user. This paper presents the theory and implementation of a psychoacoustic signal processing approach for three-dimensional sonification. The direction and distance along the dimensions are presented via multiple perceptually orthogonal sound attributes in one auditory stream. Further auditory streams represent additional elements, like axes and ticks. This paper describes the mathematical and psychoacoustical foundations and discusses the three-dimensional sonification for a guidance task. Formulas, graphics and demo videos are provided. To facilitate use at virtually all places the approach is mono-compatible and even works on budget loudspeakers.
INTRODUCTION
Just like visual displays, auditory displays can serve for various applications in numerous scenarios. Many ubiquitous auditory displays are information-poor alerts and alarms, like the doorbell, horn, siren and alarm clock [1, 2, 3] . Here, the information is binary (on/off). Other auditory displays carry more information, like the Geiger counter, which sonifies radiation on a ratio scale [4] (i.e., a continuous scale with a natural zero). Even more information is sonified in pulse-oximetry [5, 3] , where heart rate is presented on a ratio scale and, simultaneously, oxygen concentration on an interval scale (i.e., a continuous scale without a natural zwro). [4] point out that developers of auditory displays have to make sure that relations in the data are heard correctly and confidently by the user. Likewise, [1] state that the perceived information should match the intended message. At the same time researchers face issues when trying to add further information to an auditory display. They experience that orthogonal, i.e., independent, acoustical parameters perceptually interact [6, 7, 8] .
Some researchers avoid this issue by leveraging spatial audio. The human listener is able to localize sound sources in threedimensional space. Hence, sonification for navigation in one- [9, 10] , two- [11] , and three-dimensional space [12] often employs This work is licensed under Creative Commons Attribution: Non Commercial 4.0 International License. The full terms of the License are available at http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/4.0 spatial audio by means of binaural headphone presentation or loudspeaker arrays. Authors report intuitive and successful use, especially in combination with visual guidance. However, the highest localization precision of audible sources is 1 ± 3
• along the azimuth in the front [13, 14] . It becomes worse by one order of magnitude towards the sides and in the median plane. Distance estimation has a resolution of decimeters in the near surrounding and degrades drastically with increasing distance. Listeners can distinguish some dozens locations in the horizontal plane, a little less in the median plane and along the distance dimension. For many applications, this spatial resolution is not sufficient. Binaural presentation and sound field synthesis methods further degrade localization precision and may cause additional localization phenomena, like in-head localization, front-back confusion, a vague distance perception, elevation and, sometimes, azimuth errors [15, 16] . To improve sonification in three-dimensional space, [12] added monaural cues as redundant elevation and distance cues.
Other authors suggest mapping multidimensional data completely to monaural sound attributes. The approach is promising as we can distinguish for example between 640 and 4, 000 pitches [17, ch. 7] [18, p. 136], 120 loudness steps [17, ch. 7] and 250 sharpness steps (cf. [17, ch. 9] and [19] ). [4] realized the need of a set of orthogonal parameters that adequately span hearing perception. [1] recognize that implementing psychoacoustical modeling and synthesis is a challenging task. It is an inverse problem because perceptual sound attributes cannot be controlled directly via signal processing. Only physical sound attributes can be manipulated. If anything, the perceptual outcome of physical parameter magnitudes can be predicted. [7] argue that psychoacoustic models provide no implementable guidelines to achieve this, because they are only valid for certain, mostly static, test signals. Still, [6] formulate two suggestions to solve the problem. The first is to create massive lookup tables to solve the inverse problem by looking up physical audio parameter magnitudes that create the desired magnitudes of all perceptual attributes. The downside of this approach is that continuous, subtle changes in desired sound attributes are created by discontinuous jumps of physical audio parameters, which creates audible artifacts. The second suggestion is the deliberate control of physical audio parameters that could be referred to as psychoacoustic signal processing. Physical audio parameters should either be used within ranges at which they affect exclusively one perceptual sound attribute. Or the undesired effect that one physical parameter has on a second perceptual attribute shall be counterbalanced by carefully adjusting other phys-ical audio parameters. Psychoacoustic signal processing treats the problem as a forward problem. However, it restricts the sonification designer to appropriate signal attributes and ranges. In that sense, [8] suggests a three-dimensional sonification approach that is based on timbre space in cylindrical coordinates. Elevation is represented by pitch, the radius by brightness, and discrete angles by certain musical instruments, i.e., timbre. Here, pitch is controlled by discrete notes played on the instrument and brightness by low pass filters. He points out the distinction between physical audio parameters and perceptual aspects of sound. However, he experienced that timbres in terms of instrument groups are nominally scaled (categorical), rather than rather than ordinal or even interval or ratio scaled. Hence, the angle in his approach is very vague and there exists no intuitive orthogonal or opposite direction.
In earlier studies we already presented an implementation of psychoacoustic signal processing for two-dimensional sonification [20] and some experimental validation with passive [21, 22] and interactive users [23, 24, 25] in a navigation task. In the paper at hand we modify the approach to enable three-dimensional sonification, e.g., for the sake of three-dimensional navigation. We will first explain the fundamentals of psychoacoustics and then its technical implementation in a sonification. Then, we discuss strengths and weaknesses of the approach. Finally, we give an outlook towards experimental validation, further development steps and potential application areas.
PSYCHOACOUSTIC SONIFICATION
For psychoacoustic sonification, principles of auditory perception are implemented in digital signal processing. The fundamentals are briefly summarized in this section. A deeper insight in psychoacoustics is given by [17] . Technical details of psychoacoustic signal processing can be found in [24, 25] .
Psychoacoustics
The auditory system groups parts of incoming sounds so that the attributes of a group and their variations over time can be analyzed. This grouping is referred to as auditory scene analysis [26] . Complex tones are considered to exhibit at least five perceptual attributes, which are pitch, loudness, brightness, roughness, and fullness [27, ch. 32.2] [28, 29] . Further attributes mentioned in the literature include subjective duration, tonalness and harmonicity [17, ch. 12 and pp. 363f] [29] . All these perceived auditory qualities are nonlinear functions of more or less all physical quantities, which are the amplitude and the temporal and spectral distribution of frequencies. The physical attributes are physically independent, i.e., orthogonal, from one another. But they interfere perceptually. Likewise, the perceptual attributes are psychologically largely independent from one another, i.e., they can be regarded as orthogonal. But several physical attributes may affect them. Auditory scene analysis: Auditory scene analysis is the psychological organization of sound and is closely related to Gestalt psychology [26, 20] . Portions of sound are integrated into auditory streams when they are in fair synchrony, have rather harmonic frequency relations and/or seem to come from the same spatial location. Streams are the auditory counterpart of visual objects. Streams have perceptual attributes like pitch, loudness and timbre. They are sustained over time as long as their components follow the law of continuity, proximity, common fate, timbre and closure, i.e., changes must be gradual and relations of the components must persist to some degree. Listeners can recognize some attributes of a second stream whilst consciously keeping track of another stream. To analyze details, the listener has to switch attention between streams. The presence or absence of a third stream can be noticed, but its details are not heard. Hence, sonification should be perceived as one auditory stream to ensure that all details are audible at once, without the need to switch attention [30] . Additional streams can be used to binary add simple pieces of information, like the plain presence or absence of a state or an item. When the specific task allows to concentrate on one stream at a time and switch attention if needed, two streams can be leveraged as well. Many researchers already highlighted the importance of auditory scene analysis principles and psychoacoustics in auditory display design [1, 5, 31, 8, 32] . Pitch: Perceived pitch is a multi-dimensional quality that consists of rectilinear height and circular chroma, which repeats every octave [33] . Pitch tends to be a rather linear function of fundamental frequency of harmonic complex tones. However, at fundamental frequencies above about 1 kHz the function becomes nonlinear. Sometimes, pitch is determined by signal period, e.g., in the case of a missing fundamental, or by the cutoff frequency, e.g., in the case of filtered peaked ripple noise [17, ch. 5] . Pitch can also be affected by signal amplitude, especially at very high or very low sound pressure levels. Pitch is neither binary nor instantaneous. A pitch strength exists, being generally higher for pure tones and complex tones compared to percussive, inharmonic, or noisy sounds. Pitch perception needs several milliseconds to build up. Loudness: Loudness is closely related to signal amplitude [17, ch. 8] [29, 34] . Increasing the amplitude or amplification gain makes a sound louder. However, different frequencies with equal amplitude tend to create different loudness sensations. Amplitude modulations slower than about 15 Hz are heard as loudness fluctuations, i.e., as beats [17, ch. 8 and 10] [29] . Brightness: Auditory brightness mainly depends on the spectral distribution. It is considered the main contributor to timbre perception. The sensation of auditory brightness is closely related to auditory sharpness. The first is correlated with the spectral centroid [35] . The latter is explained by partial loudnesses along the Basilar membrane in the cochlea and considers masking effects [17, ch. 6] [34, 29] . Shifting a spectral envelope towards higher frequencies makes a sound brighter. So does harmonic distortion, transposition towards higher frequencies, or applying a high-pass or shelving filter. Roughness: Auditory roughness is considered another aspect of timbre [17, ch. 11] [34, 29] . A rough sound is also referred to as being jarring, harsh, raspy or blurred [36, pp. 171, 349][27, ch. 32.2]. A pure tone sounds very smooth. Adding a second tone can have three effects that result from the critical bandwidth of the Basilar membrane, which is about 20% of a frequency. When its frequency deviates by more than 20% an interval may be heard, like a third or a fifth. An exception is tonal fusion, which may occur at frequency ratios of 1 : 2, 1 : 3, 1 : 4 etc. Here, the tones may fuse and the additional tone creates the impression of changed timbre in terms of brightness, rather than the impression of an interval. When the frequency deviates by much less than the critical bandwidth, beating and a subtle pitch shift are perceived. Other frequency deviations up to 20% sound rough. The degree of roughness increases with an increasing number of non-beating frequencies within one critical bandwidth, as well as with the number of critical bands that exhibit roughness. Roughness is easily created by means of amplitude modulations with frequencies between about 15 and 200 Hz, or by frequency modulations with frequencies around 50 Hz.
Many authors like [6, 32, 8] already identified pitch, loudness, sharpness, roughness and beating as potential parameters for psychoacoustic sonification.
Fullness:
Fullness is sometimes referred to as volume or sonority[27, ch. 32.2][37, ch. 2]. Like brightness and roughness, it is an aspect of timbre. A full sound exhibits a broad frequency spectrum. The opposite is a thin or narrow sound, like that of a sinusoidal frequency or narrow band noise. Increasing the bandwidth, e.g., by means of distortion or frequency modulation, increases the degree of fullness. Decreasing the bandwidth by band pass filters lowers the degree of fullness. Subjective Duration: Subjective duration only tends to be a linear function of physical duration in the range between 100 ms and several seconds [17, ch. 12] . For shorter sound events one has to divide signal duration by much more than 2 to half the subjective duration. When duration exceeds the capacity of the echoic memory, subjective timing becomes vague. Further Attributes:
Some studies consider tonalness and harmonicity as additional attributes of sounds [29, 34] . Tonalness ranges from tonal to noisy and depends on the number of frequency components and their amplitude and frequency relations. While a spectrum with discrete peaks sound tonal, a continuous frequency spectrum sounds noisy and loses pitch strength [17, ch. 5] . Pure and complex tones sound tonal and harmonic. The less peaks in a frequency spectrum resemble a harmonic series, i.e., 1 : 2 : 3 : . . ., the more inharmonic it sounds. Inharmonic sounds can have one or multiple, more or less distinct, pitches. Spatial aspects of sound include source location and perceived source extent [38, 14] . The perceived source location is mainly a matter of the head-related transfer function, i.e., interaural level and time differences as well as spectral peaks and notches. These result from the sound propagation from the source to the ears, including deflections around and reflections from ears and torso. The ratio of direct sound to reverberation gives additional distance cues. Less is known about the perception of source extent. It seems to be affected by the coherence of ear signals and the presence of bass frequencies.
Sonification
In our previous two-dimensional sonification, chroma, loudness, and roughness were leveraged to communicate the direction and distance along two dimensions in Cartesian coordinates. Technical details of the implementation are provided in [25] . This sonification is the basis of our three-dimensional sonification that is described below. Table 1 , summarizes the sonification parameters and their effect on the sound attributes, Fig. 1 helps for the understanding of the sound signal, Fig. 2 is a qualitative depiction of the mapping principle. Parameters are explained in the running text before their formulas are presented in Eqs. 1 to 9. Exemplary videos can be found on the first author's YouTube channel 1 . The sonification core is a harmonic Shepard-tone [33] with N = 12 partials. These partials act as carrier frequencies in terms 1 of additive frequency modulation synthesis. Their frequency ratios are 1 : 2 n with n = 0, . . . , N − 1, i.e., all frequencies are octaves of their neighbors. The amplitude A(φn(∆xt)) depends on frequency f . On a logarithmic frequency scale the amplitude is a symmetric envelope that peaks in the center and is tapered off towards the sides. In Fig. 1 the envelope is represented by the colorful curve, the black vertical lines denote the carrier frequencies. The perceived pitch of Shepard tones exhibits only chroma but no height.
At the target x-coordinate the frequencies are steady. At all other x-coordinates the fundamental frequency and, accordingly, all partials move. When the target lies to the right, all frequencies rise. Many people perceive this as a rising pitch, the scientific expression is that chroma moves clockwise. In our implementation the lowest frequency is f0 = 3.125 Hz, so the highest frequency will approach fmax < f0 × 2 12 = 12, 800 Hz. When reaching this frequency the frequency will be shifted instantaneously back to f0 Hz and start rising again. This way the Shepard tone creates the auditory illusion of an infinitely rising pitch while in fact it is a cyclic repetition. The envelope ensures that the lowest and highest frequencies become gradually (in)audible while the overall loudness is kept constant. While one frequency rises from f0 to fmax the exact same spectrum repeats 11 times, i.e., each time a partial increased by one octave. The speed of rising determines the period of the repetition. The further the target x-coordinate lies to the right, the faster the frequencies rise, i.e., the shorter the repetition period and the higher the repetition frequency. To ensure a linear scaling, the repetition period should lie above the lower limit of linear subjective duration, i.e., 100 ms. However, it is wise to restrict it to even longer periods, like 250 ms, i.e., 4 Hz, where the perceived fluctuation strength peaks [17, ch. 10] . This duration equals the mean syllabic length in speech, which lies between 150 and 300 ms; an order of magnitude that fairly corresponds to the integration time of 150 to 250 ms that has been found in the right non-primary auditory cortex [39] .
A target to the left is denoted by decreasing frequencies accordingly, i.e., a descending pitch or counterclockwise chroma movement. Blue arrows in Fig. 1 indicate that frequencies move when the target is to the left or right.
The y-dimension is divided in two. When the target lies above, the envelope is periodically raised and reduced by a gain function g(∆y, t). This is indicated by the purple arrow near the envelope peak in Fig. 1 . This amplitude modulation is perceived as beating. The further above the higher the amplitude modulation frequency, i.e., the faster the beating. To ensure that the amplitude modulation does not create a roughness impression, the modulation frequency has to lie below 15 Hz. However, as for the pitch dimension, it is wise to keep modulation duration above the 100 ms threshold of linear duration perception and ideally even above the 150 ms integration time of the auditory system. When the target lies below, the envelope is deformed by a parameter σ(∆y). The further below, the narrower the spectral bandwidth and the thinner the resulting sound. Reducing the spectral bandwidth has a drastic effect on perceived loudness. To balance out this effect, and keep loudness constant, the peak of the envelope is increased as the bandwidth decreases. Fig. 1 shows two exemplary values of σ, i.e., the thick envelope and the thin, dashed envelope. The deformation of the curve is indicated by colored arrows that connect the two curves.
The z-dimension is also divided in two. When the target lies in front, the sound becomes rough. The further to the front the rougher the sound. This is achieved by a frequency modulation of all carrier frequencies. A modulation frequency of ωmod ≈ 50 Hz sounds rough for most carrier frequencies. The higher the modulation index β(∆z), the rougher the sound. The frequency modulations not only create the impression of roughness, but also slightly increase loudness, create subtle inharmonicity and, at a extreme modulation depths, noisiness. Exemplary sidebands of one carrier frequency are illustrated as orange arrows in Fig. 1 . When the target lies in the rear, the brightness is decreased, the further behind the target lies. This is achieved by a shifting the envelope towards lower frequencies by a function µ(∆z) illustrated in Fig. 1 by a gray arrow. Fig. 2 illustrates how to navigate based on the sound attributes. The target lies in the center of the coordinate system. The sound tells the user where the target is. Accordingly, the symbols along the axes describe how the sound attributes change when moving along the dimensions. We refer to the current location of the user as cursor. When the cursor lies to the left of the target, the perceived pitch rises. This is indicated by blue angle brackets. The further to the left, the faster the pitch rises, indicated by the density of the angle brackets. Accordingly, when the cursor is far to the right of the target, the pitch will fall quickly. While approaching the target, the pitch changes more slowly. Finally, at the target x-coordinate the pitch is steady. When the cursor lies far below the target, a quick beating will be audible. While approaching the target the beating becomes slower. Finally, at the target height, loudness is steady, i.e., no beating can be heard. The beats are indicated by a fluctuating curve with a purple envelope that represents the beating frequency. When moving even further up, the fullness of the sound reduces more and more. This is indicated by a color spectrum that becomes narrower while the cursor goes up. When the cursor lies far behind the target, the sound is very rough. While approaching the target, roughness decreases, i.e., the sound becomes smoother. In the figure this is indicated by a jagged curve that becomes smoother towards the target. When the cursor lies far ahead of the target, the resulting sound is dull. While approaching the target the sound becomes brighter. This is indicated by the brightness level of the curve. One to three sound attributes can change at once, enabling three-dimensional navigation.
Additional elements that support navigation are added as segregated auditory streams. To enable navigation towards an extended target, a radius around the central target point is defined. The sonification guides towards the central target point. Pink noise is triggered as soon as the target region is reached. Pink noise is chosen because it is more subtle and pleasing than white noise, so it should not be perceived as a sudden alarm but as a calm confirmation sound in the background [25] . Slow beats are practically inaudible if a period takes seconds or even minutes. Likewise, there is not a specific point of maximum fullness that indicates the target y coordinate. Hence, a click is triggered as soon as the target height is reached. This click represents the x-z-plane in target-centered coordinate system. It is perceived as individual auditory stream because it is impulsive and neither belongs to the tonal Shepard tone nor to the noisy pink noise. Earlier studies showed that many novice users tend to trigger this click regularly to confirm that they are still at the target height [24] . Like fullness, roughness is gradual. To some extent, the degree of roughness is relative. A sound can be perceived as mildly rough, when heard after a very smooth sound. However, the same sound can be appear as perfectly smooth when heard directly after a very rough sound. Sometimes, it is difficult to identify the lowest possible degree of roughness, just as it may be difficult to identify the lowest audible pitch or loudness. Brightness also has no distinct minimum or maximum. Due to the absence of a distinct point of origin, crossing the target z-coordinate is only heard because the sound that used to become fuller suddenly maintains its fullness but starts to become duller. This effect can be heard, but it is not very obvious. Hence, a short major chord is triggered every time the target z-coordinate is reached. This chord represents the x-y-plane. It confirms users that the target z-coordinate has been reached. Again, the chord is an individual auditory stream. Due to its short duration it sounds percussive, just as the click, but tonal. These three additional auditory streams only carry binary information. No attention switch is necessary to interpreted them. Note that the x-dimension is a ratio scale, because the steady pitch at x = 0 is an absolute zero. The same is true for the loudness fluctuation at y = 0. Roughness may also be considered as ratio scale, because a Shepard tone with octaves only contains no more than one frequency within each critical frequency band. However, brightness and fullness only represent an interval scale, because there is neither an obvious maximum of fullness at y = 0 nor of brightness at z = 0.
The sonification can be described by the formula aout(∆x, ∆y, ∆z, t) = g(∆y, t)
A(φn(∆x, t), ∆y, ∆z)
where ∆x, ∆y and ∆z describe the distance and direction between the current location and the designated target. The formulation is dynamic and real-time capable, so the current location and/or the target can move. It is explained in the same order as in Table 1 and the previous explanations. The amplitude function A(φn(∆x, t), σ(∆y), µ(∆z)) = e (φn (∆x,t)−µ(∆z)) 2 2σ 2 (∆y)
describes the symmetric envelope of the frequency spectrum. It is indirectly modified as a function of ∆x, ∆y and ∆z. The phasor φn(∆x, t) = (∆xt + ϕn) mod 1
sweeps linearly from 0 to 1 at a frequency that depends on the distance along the x-axis. The larger the distance, the higher the sweep frequency. At negative ∆x the sweep periodically decreases from 1 to 0. At a distance of ∆x = 0 the sweep frequency is 0, so the phasor is a constant. In the equation mod is a modulo operation and ϕn is the initial phase of the nth carrier frequency. It is calculated as ϕn = n/(N − 1) .
Each phase has a corresponding frequency which is calculated as
The envelope described in Eq. 2 is a Gaussian bell that peaks at the central frequency and tapers off towards the lower and upper frequencies. The phasor, Eq. 3, describes how frequencies move under this envelope. It is the only function of ∆x. Perceptually, φ(∆x, t) controls the speed at which the pitch rises or falls. In Eq. 1,
is an amplitude modulation. When the target lies above, it periodically modifies the gain of the signal. The modulation frequency is a function of the distance in y-direction. The further away the faster the modulation. The factor v1 is scales the function to ensure a maximum beating frequency way below 15 Hz. Perceptually, Eq. 6 controls the speed of beating. The term σ(∆y) in Eq. 2 is defined as
Again, the term v2 is just a scaling factor. The constant σ0 is described later in relation to the brightness. The term β(∆z) cos(ωmodt) in Eq. 1 describes a nonlinear frequency modulation. The modulation index
increases the further the target lies in the frontal direction. A higher modulation index increases the number and amplitudes of sidebands around each carrier frequency, i.e., new frequencies that are distributed symmetrically around the carrier frequencies. This is perceived as an increasing degree of roughness. A linear function and a power function are chosen because a linear increase starts extreme and then becomes subtle whereas a power function starts subtle but becomes extreme. Adding a constant c creates a sudden roughness jump at ∆z = 0 which makes the target height better audible. The term
in Eq. 2 shifts the envelope towards lower frequencies the further the target lies to the rear. This affects the brightness attribute. The further away the lower the brightness. The terms σ0 and µ0 have to be balanced carefully. The first has to be large enough to create a full sound at the target height. But it has to be small enough to taper off the signal towards the highest and lowest frequencies. This ensures that the instantaneous frequency shift from f0 to fmax or vice versa creates no audible click due to the discontinuity. This is especially important at low values of µ, where the envelope is shifted towards the lower frequency end. If µ0 is too low, the sonified range along the z-dimension is too small. If µ0 is too large the target sound becomes too bright and shrill.
DISCUSSION
Our mapping was mainly driven by the need of three dimensions that are
• orthogonal in perception • integrable (i.e., integrated into one auditory stream)
• linear • continuous and that exhibit
• a high resolution
• an audible origin of coordinates (without the need for a reference tone) .
This has been achieved by the described sonification principle. In addition, we tried to make it "sound worse" when the user moves in the wrong direction. On the x-axis the sound near the target feels like balancing. Pitch is slowly going up or down, like tuning of a guitar. However, when moving away from the target xcoordinate the pitch changes more and more rapidly. At the outer end this sounds like a siren that indicates danger. Beating works in a similar fashion. Near the target the beats are slow and gradual. But with increasing distance the beating becomes more hectic and at the outer end it sounds chopped, like an alarm, or the sound of car parking assistants near an obstacle. Roughness is known to be a contributor to auditory annoyance and a negative contributor to the sensory euphony of sound [40, 41] . So the further away, the rougher and less pleasing the sound. We successfully implemented these perceptual sound attributes in our two-dimensional sonification approach [42, 24] . The two new half-dimensions suggested in this paper are based on perceptual sound attributes that have been examined less comprehensively in the psychoacoustic literature. Here, we concentrated on physical, i.e., acoustical considerations. Very near sources tend to sound fuller and brighter compared to remote sources. This is due to near field effects and high-frequency attenuation in air. Low frequencies are not radiated from sound sources that are small compared to the wavelength. Instead, an acoustic short-circuit occurs and the low frequency energy stays in the near field of the source. The low frequencies are only audible in close proximity to the source. Furthermore remote sources sound more dull than nearer sources because heat exchange of short wavelengths in air attenuate high frequency energy. This effect becomes audible at distances in a range of tens to hundreds of meters. So we use one of these two physical effects along the brightness halfdimension and both along the fullness dimensions.
However, this consideration lacks psychoacoustic reasoning. Intuitively, we think that a narrow sound is less pleasing than a full sound. A narrow sound seems artificial, like through a telephone, or cheap loudspeakers. A full sound on the other hand is both warm and brilliant, which is desired at least in room acoustics [14, ch. 6] . But according to the literature a duller sound is more pleasing than a brighter sound [43, 34] . Here, it may be wise to flip the direction and make a sound increasingly bright when moving away from the target.
In our sonification up to three half-dimensions are heard at the same time. With the current mapping roughness and brightness manipulations cannot co-occur, because they occur at different directions on the same axis. The same is true for beats and fullness. In our two-dimensional approach we leveraged beats and roughness for the y-dimension. However, with our new sonification design the bandwidth parameter µ may not only affect fullness but also create beating sensation. This happens as soon as pitch moves and fullness is very low. Reducing the bandwidth to 1 to 4 frequencies the frequency-dependence of loudness sensation becomes obviously audible. As a result loudness fluctuates as a function of pitch. As a solution, we decided using beating and fullness as opposite directions of the same dimension. Now, a user knows that beats of a narrow sound belong to the fullness half-dimension and beats of a full sound belong to the beating dimension.
However, this solution may introduce another issue. Fullness and brightness can co-occur in this constellation. On broadband loudspeakers or headphones, this should not be a problem. The brightness half-dimension attenuates the highest frequencies only, while the low frequencies are kept. Furthermore, the shape of the envelope is kept. As a result loudness decreases together with brightness. The fullness half-dimension attenuates both the highest and lowest frequencies and increases the volume of the frequencies that are left. Here, the fullness does not affect the loudness. Unfortunately, budget loudspeakers may not be able to radiate low frequencies at all. In this case listeners cannot hear whether the lowest frequencies are attenuated or not, i.e., a listener can hardly tell the fullness and the brightness axis apart. In this special case the two half-dimensions perceptually interfere.
CONCLUSION
In this paper we discussed independent aspects of complex tones and how to leverage them for multi-dimensional sonification by means of psychoacoustic signal processing. Interpretability, orthogonality and linearity play a crucial role. In earlier works we have been able to derive, implement and examine a twodimensional sonification that satisfied these criteria. In this paper, we demonstrated how this sonification can be modified and expanded to serve for three-dimensional sonification purposes. A strength of the sonification lies in the interaction. Users instantly hear when they move in the wrong direction and can correct their motion accordingly. Furthermore, the resolution of the sonification is scalable: the highest repetition rate of chroma cycles, beating, etc., can represent distance in the order or micrometers to kilometers. Such a scaling is not straightforward with spatial audio.
PROSPECTS
We are in the process of carrying out the same experiments with passive listeners as in [21, 20] to examine whether the halfdimensions are in fact orthogonal. Participants hear several sounds in a row, each representing one out of 16 fields on a map. With the 2D sonification 41% of the targets had been identified correctly, which is much better than chance (i.e., 1/16 ≈ 6%).
For the new 3D sonification, each participant only evaluates two dimensions at a time, so the experiment can be kept short, the sonification easy to learn, and the results comparable to the earlier study. After some exploration of the system and experiments with 9 users, we decided to implement one of the solutions stated above: Brightness is now increased with increasing distance, to sound worse, i.e., shrill, at a large distance. The lowest degree of fullness is increased, so that even minimum fullness does not create loudness fluctuation. In a passive listening tests with the modified 3D sonification, users recognized over 55% of the target fields correctly. We currently analyze the experiment results and prepare a paper that contains the details of the sonification implementation, experimental conditions, and results.
After that, interactive experiments [25, 24, 23, 21] with the improved three-dimensional sonification will elicit whether the new half-dimensions are perceived as linear. This is a necessity to estimate the exact angle and distance of the target. Furthermore, exposing participants to all three dimensions will elicit whether the amount of information is reasonable or overwhelming for a user, and if a navigation task is manageable or overextending. Furthermore, only interactive experiments can show how comprehensible and effective the pink noise, the click and the major chord are. If interpretable, orthogonal, linear, and not overwhelming, the psychoacoustic three-dimensional sonification is ready for blind guidance in three-dimensional space and other multi-dimensional scenarios. Our team already started to add another sonification that communicates the direction and distance of an obstacle. This task is demanding because this new sonification has to be integrated into one auditory stream which is segregated from the guidance sonification. Then, the user can focus on the guidance sonification but occasionally switch attention to the obstacle warning sonification that pops up every time an obstacle is closer than a predefined threshold. We are aware that such a six-dimensional sonification is ambitious and we assume a long learning phase. But the outcome is worth trying because such a sonification could communicate a large amount of data even in very complex scenarios and tasks.
We think the sonification has potential to act as an assistive tool in piloting, remote vehicle control, maneuvering and docking of spacecrafts, image-guided surgery, car parking and lane keeping, and as an audio game engine. Note that three orthogonal dimensions do not necessarily have to be spatial dimensions. The dimensions could also be heart rate, oxygen concentration and blood pressure in a patient monitoring task during anesthesia, the number of downloads, citations and mentions of a scientific book in a book metrics app, the average running speed, density and viewing direction of players in team sport modeling interventions or the charging status of gasoline, electricity, and coolant in a hybrid bus. For example our two-dimensional sonification has already been transferred successfully to a pulse-oximetry task [44] . With subtle modification the sonification can be adapted for movement analysis in dance and sports training and stroke rehabilitation, auditory graphs, auditory spirit level and many more. For continuous use over hours, the sonification is certainly too obtrusive and fatiguing. In such cases it it wise to switch it off when it is not needed.
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